Earth Space and Atmospheric Sciences 2118
Severe Weather Lab – Spring 2012
2012
Professor Paul L. Sirvatka
Description:

An in-depth study of severe weather forecasting and analysis. An emphasis
is placed on hand analysis of raw data, assessing short term numerical
weather models, and nowcasting. Students will monitor events prior to and
during severe weather events using real time radar and other data sources.
Students will gain a better understanding of severe weather initiation and
evolution. Local field trips to observe severe weather first-hand may be
included.

Prerequisite:

ESAS 1115 or consent of instructor

Phone/Office:
Phone/Office:

Office: (630) 942-2118
BIC 3501
Lab:
(630) 942-2590
BIC 3500
E-mail: sirvatka@weather.cod.edu; sirvatka@cod.edu
Homepage: http://weather.cod.edu/

Office Hours:

M 1:00 - 3:00PM; W 2:00 - 3:00PM; F 9:00 - 10:00AM; 2:00 - 3:00PM
TuTh 2:00-4:00PM
I will also be available at other times. Please try to set up an appointment if
you wish to see me at any time. Please feel free to contact me with questions
using email as well.

Text:

Weather Map Handbook; Vasquez. (You may order on-line at
http://www.weathergraphics.com/)

Additional Materials:

Good analysis pencils and colored pencils are required always. A three-ring
notebook is also required to assist in maintaining sufficient organization.

Attendance:

The entire class grade is dependent upon a classwork notebook. All
assignments done in the lab must be organized in the notebook. Grades
will be assigned based upon expected results and class participation and
attitude. Excellent work and improvement will be the grading criteria.
Organization and neatness is mandatory. Missing of class time must be
made up in the lab at the consent of the instructor. The first two missed
classes will result in a 5% drop in total class grade unless such time is made
up. An additional missed class will result in a grade drop of 10% even if time
is made up. A student who misses a fourth class
class will be given an “F” grade.
All work must be completed. An incomplete will be given only in an
exceptional circumstance. It is the student's responsibility to withdraw from
the course due to non-attendance. Failure to withdraw will result in an "F".
Late assignments will be penalized to a maximum credit of 50% at the
discretion of the instructor.

Grading:

Attendance and effort in lab
Quality of analysis
Quality sustenance and/or improvement
Nowcasting quality/understanding
Interpretation and understanding of analysis tools

~ 25%
~ 25%
~ 15%
~ 10%
~ 25%

Grading is straight scale. All work must be completed. An incomplete will
be given only in an exceptional circumstance. It is the student's
responsibility to withdraw from the course due to non-attendance. Failure
to withdraw will result in an "F". Late assignments will be penalized to a

maximum credit of 50% at the discretion of the instructor. Students wishing
to take this course on a pass/fail basis must complete certain minimum
requirements as enumerated below.
Course Objectives:

Upon successful completion of this course the student should be able to do
the following:
1. Diagnose conditions leading to the development of severe
thunderstorms
2. Recognize significant features in remote sensing images that indicate an
increasing threat in severe thunderstorms
3. Appraise changes in the atmosphere that indicate the trends of severe
weather potential
4. Develop a 24-hour forecast with emphasis on severe thunderstorm
initiation, storm type, and anticipated severe threat
5. Analyze current surface conditions and prepare a short term forecast
6. Disseminate weather information to users in the field and via the web
7. Summarize, defend and evaluate one’s forecast

Expectations:

This class will push you to the limits of understanding how analysis of
current meteorological data leads to the ability to understand severe
weather processes and prepare short-term forecasts. As a consequence, this
class will be about teaching you to become proficient in data analysis and
nowcasting during severe weather events.
In addition to class time, students can expect to put in an additional 15
hours of work (10 hours of independent analysis and 5 hours of
nowcasting) during this semester. You must complete all assigned analyses,
a few real-time analyses and associated composite maps. The nowcasting
will include the use of the nowcasting tools as available on the NEXLAB
website. Additional analyses may be done from home. To obtain a
satisfactory grade, you must adequately complete 75% of the required
analyses.
Anytime SPC issues a moderate risk for severe thunderstorms, you are
expected to make a concerted effort to be present. You are also encouraged
to nowcast for the College of DuPage Thunderstorm Laboratory field
experiences. Successful completion of a notebook containing all of your inclass and out-of-class work will be the only basis of your grade. You must
include your all analyzed maps and show significant improvement or
sustenance of quality over the term. The student is expected to participate
fully in classroom discussions and cooperate in learning experiences with
other classmates.
This is going to be intense and a lot will be expected of you. However, upon
successful completion of this course, you will have gained invaluable
experience and searched out what practical meteorology is all about.

Rules of Isoplething
1. Never violate a valid data point. Only in extreme and defendable circumstances should data be
omitted. Analyze for all given data.
2. Interpolate as much as possible. Allow for extreme packing of isolines if that is defendable.
3. Smooth isolines and, whenever possible, keep spacing consistent.
4. Do not analyze for what does not exist. Do not assume data.
5. There should be no features smaller than the distance between data points.
6. Isolines cannot intersect nor can they suddenly stop. Just as data is continuous, so are isolines.
The exception to this is naturally at the end of a page.
7. Label all closed isolines with appropriate markings (i.e. “H” or “L”) in bold and large letters.
Label the maximum and minimum values with a small underline.
8. Label the ends of the lines neatly and consistently. Make sure that any abbreviations are
understandable. Title the map and include time.
9. Analyze in even multiples of the interval of analysis. If the contour interval is 60 m, then the line
should be divisible by 60*.
10. Remember that each line must represent all areas with the specified value. On one side of the
line, values will be lower than the value on the line, and on the other side, values will be higher.
11. Use a good pencil and initially sketch lines lightly. If needed, make them smooth by darkening
the lines after you know where they should be placed.
12. Have a good eraser handy.
13. Start with a line that gives you a good understanding of what is happening. This may be in the
middle or near the extremes. Use this line as a guide to draw the rest of the isolines.
14. When the lines become tricky to draw, consider all the alternatives. There may be a better way
to draw the analysis.
15. Remember that the data is only a reflection of the actual atmosphere!
* Good starting points: 250 mb – 032 (10320 m) or 062 (10620 m); 500 mb – 540 (5400 m) or 570
(5700 m); 700 mb – 000 (3000 m); 850 – 150 (1500 m)

Severe Weather Lab Procedures
Time

Map

Instructions

45-60 mins

Hourly
surface analysis

15 mins

250 mb

15 mins

500 mb

15 mins

700 mb

15 mins

850 mb

10 mins

925

10 mins

Other

10 mins
30 mins

Composite
Other

20 mins

Severe Weather
Outlook

30 mins

Forecast maps

Isotherms every 5° in red lines. Isodrosotherms every 5° in dashed
green. Isobars every 4mb in solid black. Locate fronts and other
significant surface features.
Isoheights every 60 meters in solid black.
Isotachs in 20 knot increments starting after 30kts (50 or 70 where
appropriate.) Shade in areas greater than 50 (or 70) kts.
Isoheights every 60 meters in solid black. Isotherms every 4°C in
red. 12-hours height changes in dashed blue lines in 30-meter
intervals.
Isoheights every 30 meters in solid black. Isotherms every 2°C in
red. Mark in significant dry air intrusions.
Isoheights every 30 meters in solid black. Isotherms every 2°C in
red. Isodrosotherms every 5°C in green. Identify important
boundaries.
Isodrosotherms every 5°C. Plot out 700-500mb delta-T’s on each
station.
Check radar and satellite information and other objectively analyzed
maps.
Complete a composite map.
Look at morning upper-air soundings in detail. Adjust surface
parameters accordingly. Look at radar and satellite images.
A la SPC, outline a risk of severe and general thunderstorms. Write
a brief group discussion. Then pick a county for your severe
weather pick. You must have 3 outlooks completed.
You may check the validity of forecasts. Be aware of where certain
parameters are different than the analysis.

Create a Composite Map
Level

Instructions

250 mb
500 mb

Mark any significant jets in purple. Include areas of strong divergence.
Mark any significant jets in blue. Include closed lows in open red letters and label 500
mb with an “H5”.
Mark any significant jets in brown. Include closed lows in open red letters and label
700mb with an “H7”. Draw the 6°, 8°, 10°, 12° and 14° isotherms in brown and hatch
regions greater than 12°.
Mark any significant jets in red. Include closed lows in open red letters and label 850mb
with an “H8”. Contour the 0° isotherm in dashed blue. Draw in the 10°, 15°, 20°
isodrosotherms in dashed green. Identify the thermal axis in red filled circles.
Mark in significant moisture axis in green dots. Use 850 mb in the higher terrain.
Draw in black dashed line, the 16°, 20° and 24° isotherms of the 700-500mb lapse rates.
Label in closed letters the surface highs and lows. Include max and min values. Draw in
easily identifiable fronts and other surface features. Contour the 50° 60° and 70°
isodrosotherms and use as a basis to draw in the low-level moisture axis in dark green
filled circles.
In orange, outline an area that might be favorable for severe weather.

700 mb

850 mb

925 mb
700-500 mb
Surface

First guess

Nowcasting
Nowcasting includes monitoring severe weather warnings and reports, monitoring current
information such as satellite and radar and doing surface analyses. Nowcasting must take place
during and immediately prior to a severe weather event.

